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Freeride | Race | Wave 

ENSIS SCORE Limited Edition 
 

 
 

maximum power, top speed, easy manœuvres 
 
Colors, all sizes: 

 
 
ENSIS wings are known for their high performance. The SCORE Limited Edition will simply blow 
you off your feet with its power, speed and yet easy manoeuvrability. The pure bliss, when you fly 
at full speed over the water and a jump catapults you far into the sky. The X-PLY canopy material 
combined with the Hookipa fabric used for the leading edge allows an ultra-stiff profile resulting 
in instant power. The perfectly placed innovative, rigid handles add to the high responsiveness 
and direct steering. And yet, the SCORE Limited Edition feels light and balanced in your hand 
while flying. When racing with friends or competing for medals in course races, the radical upwind 
and downwind angles and the big wind range will thrill you. The ENSIS SCORE Limited Edition is 
for any ambitious rider who wants to feel pure performance and the highest quality. 
  
SCORE Limited Edition 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.2, 6.2, 6.9 
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Freeride, Race & Wave 
 
Freeride 
“The SCORE Limited Edition is by far the most responsive wing I have ever ridden. This helps me 
fly full speed, gives me extra hangtime when jumping and makes the wing super easy to control 
while doing manoeuvres. A dream wing for every ambitious wingfoiler.“ 
Michi Näf 
 
Race 
“I love the powerful and stable feel of the SCORE Limited Edition. The rigid handles make my 
manoeuvres incredibly simple. I find myself very comfortable riding the SCORE Limited Edition 
with all wind conditions and during races.” 
Margherita Barro 
 
Wave 
“The SCORE Limited Edition is fantastic to take into the surf. While flagging the wing and riding 
waves it is the most stable wing I've used. The X-Ply material is tough, giving me peace of mind 
that my wing is durable and can take tumble.” 
Joshua Pretorius 
 

Key Features 
For ambitious discoverers to experts 
This high performance wing is for all ambitious wing enthusiasts who crave power, speed and 
high jumps and enjoy all the benefits of ultra-direct steering and control. 
 
Top speed 
The X-PLY canopy combined with the Hookipa fabric used for the leading edge allows an ultra-
stiff profile. Therefore, no power is released, and the maximum speed is reached. 
 
Instant power 
The exceptionally high rigidity of the wing transforms the rider's movement into an immediate 
response, generating instant power and forward momentum. 
 
Radical angles in races 
The thin and rigid profile allows for extreme up- and downwind angles. Leave your mates behind 
you! 
 
Light and balanced while flying  
The enormous power generated by the wing is steady and feels comfortable in your hands. Let 
yourself be surprised by how light and balanced the SCORE Limited Edition feels while flying! 
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Easy in manœuvres 
The wing reacts very quickly and only develops power when it is needed. Manoeuvres are easily 
and effortlessly performed. 
 
Great hangtime and balanced surfing in waves 
The stiff and durable X-PLY offers incredible lift, providing a long hangtime for all jumping 
enthusiasts. The ultra-rigid profile lets the wing fly like a friend at your side. 
 
Ergonomic rigid handles  
The rigid handles are perfectly positioned on the strut and offer firm and ergonomic grip for 
direct steering and extended sessions. The rounded corners spare your equipment. The 
innovative ENSIS Click Fix mounting system offers the perfect option for flying with a harness. 
 
Large wind range 
The instant power and direct steering allow flying in very little wind. The rigid frame and profile 
lead to steady and highly controlled flying in stormy conditions. 

 
Tech Features 
Stiff and durable X-PLY canopy 
The X-PLY material is stiffer than traditional canopy and is built under tension for the most stable 
profile. This canopy is highly durable and is ideal for material-intensive conditions such as in the 
waves. 
 
X-PLY for open vision 
In a crowded spot or a race you benefit of the open vision thanks to the X-PLY canopy. 
 
Thin high-pressure frame 
The Hookipa fabric used allows an air pressure of 10-12 PSI and thus a thinner diameter. This 
makes the frame ultra-stiff resulting in an incredibly stable profile. 
 
Resistant front tube 
The leading edge is reinforced against abrasion at every segment’s connection, specifically in the 
wing tip area where heavy duty material is used. 
 
Direct steering and easy gripping 
The unique strut shape allows very direct steering of the wing while keeping the handles within 
easy reach. 
 
Comfort and firm grip 
The unique egg-shaped cross-section and rather small diameter provide a firm grip and comfort 
for small and large hands. 
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ENSIS Click Fix mounting system 
The ENSIS Click Fix mounting system allow a ultra-rigid connection to the strut. Several 
reinforcements in the strut ensure a durable, tearproof attachment of the mounting plate to the 
strut. 
 
Fast pump and deflate system 
The strut auto inflates using one valve with a wide hose diameter of 9 mm enabling quick inflation. 
An additional valve on the strut guarantees quick deflation for easy and compact packaging. 
 
High-quality seams 
The leading edge and strut closing seam are built with an added reinforcement layer of insignia, 
using the highest resistance thread made in the UK. This enables the ENSIS wings to have the 
most rigid frame possible. 
 

Accessories 
Ergonomic rigid handles  
The rigid handles are perfectly positioned on the strut and offer firm and ergonomic grip for 
direct steering and extended sessions. The rounded corners spare your equipment. The 
innovative ENSIS Click Fix mounting system offers the perfect option for flying with a harness. 
 
Smart backpack 
The backpack is an eye-catcher and offers many features: ergonomic back part and shoulder 
straps for comfortable carrying, large zip opening for easy packing, adjustable size for packing 
with or without boom, large side pockets, and more. 
 

Scope of delivery 
The SCORE Limited Edition wing is delivered in a wing set consisting of an adjustable high quality 
backpack, hand wrist leash and wing. 

 
Specifications 
 

Size (m2) 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.2 6.2 6.9 
Windspeed (kn)* 12 - 45 10 - 435 8 - 32 7 - 30 5 - 25 5 - 22 

   
*Rider 80 kg, Foil 1400cm2 


